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lead. The bullets impact at the far-end of
the lanes into a sloped mound of chopped
Lion Chris Robinson introduced our
tire rubber. Periodically, this rubber is
speaker, Mr. Doug Long, Facility Director
processed on-site to remove the lead for
of Cullman Shooting Sports (CSS). Lion
re-cycling, and it is then re-installed and
Chris ended his introduction by describing
refreshed as needed. There are 3
this shooting facility as “39,000 sq. ft. of
separate ranges in the facility – the rifle
awesome-ness.”
range has eight, 110 yd. lanes; the pistol
range has nine, 27 yd. lanes, and the 3rd
range is not yet operational, but its
configuration is still being planned for
possibly becoming a tactical, live fire
training range. All firing lanes have
electronically controlled, automated target
systems that can be set to position targets
at whatever yard-distance desired; they
can also be programed to turn-sideways
while reloading/or at set times or to rush
Lion
toward the shooter during a firing drill. The
President Bill Ruehl presents Mr. Doug Long with a
rifle lanes have close-up TV monitors tied
Lion statuette in appreciation for his presentation.
to cameras on targets set at 50 and 100
Some of the facts presented by Doug for
yards; the pistol range has cameras set for
just the firing lanes are as follows: The
25 yards; with these cameras shooters do
walls, including the ceiling are 10 inchnot have to go down-range or to bring their
thick, steel reinforced concrete, that are
targets back to the firing line to make
designed to stop a 50 cal. BMG-rifle round
weapon site adjustments. This is much
(but this caliber or larger is not allowed to
more efficient shooting. The firing ranges
be fired on these ranges). At 110 yards,
have NRA certified safety officers present
these indoor rifle-range lanes are the
anytime shooters are active on the ranges,
longest that can be found in the US. The
two of these safety officers are former
firing positions are wide-enough to
police officers. Range safety is a huge
accommodate a firer and an assistant; the
priority at CSS. No one is allowed on the
safety panels between lane positions will
firing line without hearing and eye
stop anything under 50 cal. Both the firing
protection. Everyone who shoots must first
position tables and chairs are adjustable.
watch a safety video and must watch it,
There are noise reducing panels all around
again, annually.
the firing-position-end of the range. The
Program

air cleaning/filtering system is state-of-theart and cost over a half-million dollars; as
such, there is no cordite or burned powder
smell in the air, nor any traces of harmful
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In addition to live firing, the facility has
5,000 sq. ft. of retail space with a huge
assortment of weapons, knives, and ear &
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eye safety items for sale -- and even has
weapons for rent for use on the firing lines.
There are two laser-equipped virtual,
tactical training simulator rooms that are
like huge shooting video games. There
are multiple large conference rooms
available for private or commercial use. It
has a large lounge area with occasional
free coffee. The CSS offers NRA training
classes and specialized ladies training.
This range sounds like an amazing and fun
place for anyone to sharpen their shooting.
Other Business
Lioness Jean Rainwater had a recent,
short hospital-stay, but has moved back to
Folsom Center. Lion Mariman Pope
is facing significant medical challenges.
Lion Frank Odell gave a very preliminary
report on the Fish and Ham dinner. 1,860
meals were served; financial results are
pending. It was noted that the dinner went
noticeably smoother in several areas,
especially in having cooked fish available
at all times during the day.
The Club received “Thank You” notes from
Alabama Lions Sight for our donation in
honor of Lion Jeff Smith. The Club also
received a note from the family of Lion Jeff.

The President reminded the Club members
that only the initial issue Lions vest is free.
All others require reimbursement.
The annual “Shredathon” will be held April
7th from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm behind Buffalo
Wings on Highway 31.
The MD-34 annual State convention will be
held in Guntersville April 27th through April
29th. See registration form on page 3. A
wish list for toys and other items to support
a children’s drive which will be collected at
the convention was sent by email and is
also seen on page 4.
MD-35A District Convention will be
March16-17 at Joe Wheeler State Park.
See registration form on page 5.
Upcoming Programs and Events
March 12: Dr. Bill Peinhardt on the topic of
Trees & Wood.
March 16-17: The MD 34-A Convention.
April 7: Shredathon.
April 27-29: MD 34 Convention.
Tale Twister Input

The March 12th new member training will
focus on the Constitution and By-Laws.
Nominations for 2018 – 2019 officers will
be announced in 2 weeks. The election
will be held in April.
There will be a Fair Board meeting
March12th.
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If you need something special or to report
a correction in the Tale Twister, see
Lions Carey Thompson or Don Smith at
the meetings. Lion Carey can be reached
at 256-739-0580 (H) or 256-426-3207 (C).
Lion Don can be reached at 256-737-7433
(H) or 256-426-7722 (C).
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